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1. Executive Summary
This whitepaper serves to provide the community a detailed source of information where
members will be able to refer to for every utility that will be implemented in 2022.
Besides utility, this document covers the background of the project, the brand’s mission, the
important milestones that the project has achieved and lastly the timeline of which the activities
will occur in every quarter.
Staking will begin on March 1st, 2022. NFTs from Season 1 and Season 2 are eligible to be
staked and rewarded with $LIONMANE. The details on the staking procedure as well as the
rewards are explained in this document.
Another utility that will be introduced to the community is the achievement leaderboard system,
through which holders will be able to win a total of 1000 ADA prizes. The monthly challenges
will start in February. Verified LionLegends holders will be able to participate in them and 1000
ADA will be rewarded to the top 5 winners. More details are shared in this document.
In addition to the above mentioned utilities, LionLegends holders will gain access to several
launches of popular Cardano NFT (CNFT) projects. LionLegends are in partnerships with many
projects which allow the holders of the LionLegends NFTs to be whitelisted to exclusive
launches. The team is looking to expand the list of partnerships throughout the year. Besides
having access to launches, owners of 3D Lion Avatars will be able to use their Lion Avatars in a
couple of key CNFT Metaverses that the team is planning to partner with.
LionLegends holders will also be able to enjoy real-life utilities in 2022. The team will be
distributing a large portion of the royalties to the community in the form of tickets to popular
sports and crypto events. Amongst others, these also include Formula 1 GPs, NFL games,
UEFA football matches as well as Cardano and CNFT conferences.
The implementation of all of the activities and utilities mentioned above will start throughout the
calendar year. A quick overview of achieved milestones and future roadmap steps can be found
at the end of the whitepaper (see illustration at the end of this document).
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2. About LionLegends
2.1 Project
LionLegends is a CNFT project that consists of 2 Seasons of 5,555 Lions and 5,555 Lioness.
Both mints happened in 2021 and were completely sold out. The brand’s mission is to bring top
notch quality 3D art to the Cardano blockchain and to provide an engaging and fun place for our
community to be active in.

2.2 Team
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3. Utilities
3.1 Staking
The team will be implementing a LionLegends utility token, termed as $LIONMANE.
$LIONMANE is available to those who have staked their LionLegends NFTs.
LionLegends holders will be able to stake their Lion NFTs and receive the $LIONMANE token in
return. They do so by connecting their wallets (Nami or ccvault) to the LionLegends official
website (www.lionlegends.io) and selecting the NFTs that they wish to stake. Clicking the
staking button and signing the smart contract will lock their NFT and start the staking. The
process will be very similar to listing an NFT on jpg.store via smart contracts. holders will be
able to view their account balance, detailing the amount of $LIONMANE tokens that they are
allowed to redeem on a daily basis. If the holders wish to do so, they click on Claiming Rewards
and sign the smart contract. Similar to MuesliSwap, holders have to send a fee of 1.5 ADA,
which will be returned together with the claimed rewards. It is important to note that gas fees of
around 0.5 ADA will be charged for every transaction. All NFTs can be unstaked anytime without
any lock-up period.

3.1.1 Staking Rewards
Staking of LionLegends NFTs will begin on March 1st, 2022. NFTs from both Season 1 and
Season 2 are eligible to be staked and in return, rewarded with $LIONMANE token. For every
Season 1 or 2 NFT that is staked, holders will be rewarded with 1 $LIONMANE on a daily basis.
For those who stake their 3D avatar lion (see below), they will receive 2 $LIONMANE token per
day. The tokens can be redeemed at any point in time within a 5 year window.
In addition to staking, holders can redeem $LIONMANE based on the rank of their NFTs. Refer
to Fig. 1 for the rewards scheme. As an example, a holder with a LionLegends NFT ranked #78,
will be able to redeem 50 $LIONMANE, as they fall within the first category. It is worth noting
that this can only be redeemed once, not for every change of hands. This also means that when
a holder buys a LionLegends NFT on the secondary market, they should do so on the
assumption of the one time reward already having been redeemed.
Fig. 1: $LIONMANE rewards based on rarity ranks
NFT Ranks

$LIONMANE Rewards

1 - 100

50 Tokens

101 - 500

40 Tokens

501 - 1000

30 Tokens

1001 - 3000

20 Tokens

3001 - 5555

10 Tokens
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
$LIONMANE is the utility token that fuels the LionLegends ecosystem. It is NOT an investment
and has NO economic value.

3.1.2 $LIONMANE Utility
$LIONMANE token can be used for several offerings and services within the LionLegends
ecosystem. Below are the offerings that can be purchased using $LIONMANE:
1. Give a nickname & bio to your Lion via the blockchain
2. Convert your NFT from a JPG to a Video
3. Breed two NFTs (Season 1 + Season 2) to form a 3D avatar that is compatible with
Metaverse platforms like Pavia, CardanoApesLand and OG Bear metaverse. The two
NFTs used for breeding will be burned. The results of the breeding will follow these rules:
a. Base lion will be a male lion
b. For every category of the two seasons, the attribute that is more rare will be
selected
c. It is important to note that not all attributes of the female lions can be passed on
to the 3D avatar. In this case the male attribute will be chosen.
4. Exchange $LIONMANE tokens for Discord XP to climb up the ranking on the
leaderboard and win ADA prizes
5. Purchase merchandise at real life events e.g. at the first LionLegends Meet-Up in
London
In order to be able to buy extra $LIONMANE that can be used within the LionLegends
ecosystem, the team will list the token on MuesliSwap.

3.2 Achievement Leaderboard
To add even more utility to the LionLegends NFTs, the team will be implementing a leaderboard
achievement system on the official LionLegends Discord server where winners will be selected
based on the level of XP points they have collected.
To participate in these challenges, members will have to be verified as LionLegends holders.
Instructions can be found on our Discord server. Once verified, there are several ways to climb
up the rankings of the leaderboard, including collecting LionLegends NFTs, staking them,
engaging on Twitter, chatting on Discord and many others, see the illustrations in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Activities to gain XP on Discord Leaderboard
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It is important to note that there will be two types of leaderboards. An all time leaderboard
showing all the XPs a Discord account has collected over time and a monthly leaderboard that
resets at the beginning of every month. While the all - time leaderboard rewards holders who
are committed to the project, the latter also allows newcomers to win the contests as well.
This leaderboard mechanic not only ensures fun engagement within the community but also
allows the top 5 ranks to win ADA every month. The total monthly rewards amount to 1000 ADA
and will be distributed among the winners as shown in fig. 3.
Fig. 3: ADA Rewards System
Rank

ADA Rewards

1

500

2

250

3

125

4

75

5

50

3.3 Whitelist spots for other NFT projects
LionLegends holders will be whitelisted for some of the most popular NFT projects on the
Cardano blockchain. All holders have to do is to hold a Season 1 or Season 2 NFT in their
wallet and they will have a chance to receive an exclusive whitelist spot for their favorite project.
LionLegends holders will have exclusive access to drops from:
●
●
●
●
●
●

OG Bears
Tiger Society
Ghost Chain
Mandrillz
Lazy Llamas
DiscoSolaris

The details of the launches as well as the amount entitled to LionLegends holders vary
according to the different projects. As soon as the mint date is approaching, the team will update
holders via Discord and Twitter on the exact terms for whitelisting. The team is working to
expand the list and currently, the team is in talks with several more CNFT projects, of which
some of their names still need to remain undisclosed. In addition, the team will also collaborate
with artists from other projects to create highly limited drops that will be exclusively available to
LionLegends holders.
Should holders be interested in getting whitelisted for one of the current and future projects,
they need to join LionLegends’ Discord, enter the channel #I-WANT-IN and vote for their favorite
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projects. This utility will only be available to verified LionLegends holders. If the demand for the
spots is higher than the supply, the team will choose based on a raffle.

3.4 Real Life Utility for LionLegends Holders
To evolve the project beyond the Cardano space, the team will be running a pilot program to
implement real life utility for LionLegends Holders. The team will be distributing a significant
portion of the royalties to the community in a form of real life utility. Lucky holders will be eligible
to participate in sports events like Formula 1 Grand Prixs, NFL games, or UEFA football
matches, by being chosen on a lottery basis. Other exclusive events for which the team will
provide tickets include Crypto conferences or CNFT and Cardano events. By simply owning a
LionLegends NFT, holders will stand a chance to win tickets on a quarterly basis.
Every quarter, the team will release tickets for community raffle. Holders who are interested (and
also able to attend), can simply head over to the #I-WANT-IN Discord channel and express their
interest by reacting to the desired event. It is important to note that only verified LionLegends
holders will be able to enter the channel and participate.
In addition to the sports and crypto event tickets, the team will be hosting a party in London
exclusively for the LionLegends holders in summer of 2022. This will be a great chance for
networking and getting to know more about the community that holders have been building for
the last couple of months. Another highlight from this event is that LionLegends merchandise
will be made available for purchase with $LIONMANE tokens.
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4. Roadmap and milestones achieved
LionLegends have planned several activities and programmes this year. Below is a full
explanation of every activity or program that the team will be implementing. Refer to fig. 4 for a
concise overview.

Quarter 1
In February, the team will be implementing the achievement leaderboard system. Winners from
the Monthly achievement leaderboard will receive rewards of up to 1000 ADA.
Also, in February, 1350 airdrops will be given to the LionLegend Holders. 1000 NFTs to those
who have held their NFTs for the longest time and 350 NFTs to those who have made recent
purchases from Jan 8th to Feb 24th.
In March, the NFTs will be available for staking. NFTs from both seasons will be rewarded with
$LIONMANE tokens daily.

Quarter 2
Starting Quarter 2, with enough $LIONMANE tokens, holders will be able to breed/evolve their
NFTs into full 3D avatars. This 3D avatar will be compatible on most metaverses and will be
eligible for staking as well. Additionally LionLegends holders can convert their JPG NFT into a
video NFT and give their Lions nicknames and bios that will be saved on the blockchain.

Quarter 3
In July, the team will hold the first ever LionLegends exclusive party in London. In this party,
holders will be able to meet other fellow Legends and take part in fun activities. LionLegends
merchandise will be available for purchase as well and can be paid with $LIONMANE tokens.

Quarter 4
In the last quarter of 2022, the team will look to build strong strategic partnerships with other
NFT projects and explore innovative ways to benefit holders and to secure the future of
LionLegends.
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Fig. 4: 2022 Roadmap
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5. Conclusion
The year 2022 brings many promising utilities to the holders of LionLegends. Staking,
$LIONMANE token, breeding, metaverse integration, and an achievement leaderboard system
are only a few of them. The team is committed in executing the discussed activities successfully
and in exploring innovative ways to develop LionLegends. To find out more about the progress
of the project, visit the LionLegends platforms:

Website:
https://lionlegends.io
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/LionLegendsNFT
Discord:
https://discord.com/invite/MevkMXapGa
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/lionlegendsnft/
Marketplace:
https://www.jpg.store/collection/lionlegends
https://www.jpg.store/collection/lioness
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